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Announcements
January’s Dinner will be our Annual
Holiday Potluck and will be in lieu of
our normal group meeting on Saturday,
January 13th at 6:30 pm at the MCC of
the Spirit. All are invited. The sign-up
sheet is at our website.
Please RSVP if you plan to attend.
After hour activities usually ensue after
the meeting at the Sheraton’s Dog &
Pony Lounge. Check with Katie W. for
information.
Looking for Volunteers Over the
past 17 months, TransCentralPA has
been working with the Department of
Corrections to provide a video conferTranscentralPA’s Annual Holiday Potluck dinner will be Saturday January 13th. RSVP and
ence based support group for transidentified inmates. This program is in
sign up to bring your favorite Holiday meal at the TCPA’s website.
support of the Prison Rape Elimination
Act (PREA) and the program has been
meeting for families and friends with
Questions about updating gender
well received by the inmates. Recenttrans and gender expansive youth.
markers or gender designation on
ly, we have had requests for members
They meets the first Sunday of each
PA IDs or driver's licenses and would
of our organization to become pen pals
month
from
3
to
5
pm.
The
next
meetlike to talk to a supportive person inside
with those inmates that request one.
ing is Sunday, January 7th. Please
of PennDOT before moving forward
Communications must be by regular
email us at family@transcentralpa.org
with the process? Inquiries about
(snail) mail as they do not have access
with questions.
changing the gender designation on PA
to the internet, thus email is not an
IDs or driver's licenses, contact aleoption. If this interests you please let
2018 Keystone Conference The 2018
campbel@pa.gov or call 717-787-0485
Joanne Carroll know as soon as you
Keystone Conference will be held
can.
March 6th - 11th at the Sheraton HarBirthdays. We would love to pass
risburg-Hershey Hotel in Harrisburg,
along a Happy Birthday to you if you
Opportunity to Participate in RePA.
Attendees
will
find
four
full
days
of
send us your Birthday month. We’ll
search Study – Focus Group Revaried and meaningful workshops,
help put another candle on your birthsearchers at Penn State College of
seminars and activities and four nights
day cake. Send information to inMedicine want to better identify and
of social functions, the finale being Satfo@transcentralPA.org
understand the health-related successurday night's Keystone Gala in the
es, challenges and concerns of
TCPA Membership Dues are a oneSheraton's resplendent Commonwealth
transgender individuals. The group
time annual fee of $20. Dues are used
Ballroom.
discussions will audio recorded and
to pay for meeting space, program literlater transcribed for the research withMake Your Hotel Reservations Now
ature, our website and our affiliation
out any identifiers.
The Sheraton Harrisburg is very excitwith and support of community groups
ed to host our event once again and is
and activities such as Common Roads,
You may qualify if: You identify as
offering Traditional Double and Deluxe
the Community Center, Central Penntransgender, AND You are 18 years of
King rooms at the same rate of $114/
sylvania Pride, etc. Please continue to
age or older. You will be compensated
night regardless of occupancy. Club
support our organization and efforts by
for your time and effort in the form of a
level rooms are also available at rejoining or renewing your membership—
$20 gift card. All information will be
duced rates as well. This special rate is
we are making a difference!
strictly confidential. Due to limited
only
available
until
January
24th,
2018
space, only the first 20 eligible particiSheraton Discount We have negotithen prices increase to the normal Keypants will be invited to participate in the
ated the special rate of $119/night for
stone room rate.
research study. If you are interested,
TransCentralPA members and guests
please complete the eligibility survey
There is a limited number of rooms at
at the Sheraton Harrisburg-Hershey
at: https://redcap.ctsi.psu.edu/surveys/
the hotel so please make your reservaHotel ($159/night during June, July and
then enter code NJ7DP48CF
tions as soon as possible since the
August). To take advantage, enter the
block of rooms fill up early. Click here
TransCentralPA Family is a special
See ‘Announcements’ on page 11...
for more information about the rooms.

Calendar of Events

From the President

Bold text are TransCentralPA sponsored

Joanne’s Jottings
Now that you have popped the cork on 2017; drank
in all that it was, we must look beyond those memories, (fond or not so much) and anticipate the potential of the New Year of 2018.
This coming year will be full of opportunities to make
a difference for others and ourselves in our vast
LGBT community. Not the least of which is the
chance to support our own members in their respective journeys toward authenticity; whatever that may Joanne Carroll
President
look like.

Coming up is our Holiday Pot Luck; moved this year from December to
January because we have members of a variety of faith traditions or
none, and your Board of Directors determined that this would simply
be an annual opportunity to get together, share a meal and some conversation. We will not have a formal program; rather we encourage
every one to circulate and use that time to get to know each other’s
stories.
Why stories you ask? Well one thing that I have learned is that our
stories make a difference in how we are perceived accepted and with
any luck, affirmed. Even telling a story that belongs to another can
make a difference, because not everyone’s journey is exactly alike.
“It’s hard to hate someone whose story you know”, is a quote from
Margaret J. Wheatley, an American author and management consultant, and as I have gone around the Commonwealth telling my story
and yours, I have seen firsthand minds changed and attitudes adjusted.
One of the greatest opportunities we have is coming up rapidly, the
10th Annual Keystone Conference, March 6-11, 2018. With admitted
bias and prejudice, and after having been to transgender conferences
across the country, Keystone may not be the best, but it is way ahead
of whoever is in second place.
This is a great opportunity to connect with others in our community in a
time of mutual support. In addition, learning opportunities abound with
the array of workshops we offer. Of course, it is a great time to have
some fun, kick up your heels and enjoy being you. The trite expression
is “It takes a village” is overworked, but it will take many of you, stepping out and stepping up to make the event a success. We need you
to help make this conference year another success. By the way, we
do offer discounts to those that help us, so if you are asked; will you
please say yes!
On behalf of your Board of Directors, I wish you success and profound
happiness in this coming year.
Hugs ‘n stuff

Joanne
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Jan
7

TransCentralPA Families Meeting
Mechanicsburg, PA

Jan
13

TransCentralPA Potluck Dinner
Meeting @ the MCC Of The Spirit
Social Time-Location @ Sheraton

Jan
15

10th Annual Keystone Conference
Registration Opens
Workshop Proposal Deadline
Keystone Schedule Outline posted

Jan
24

Normal Keystone hotel rates end

Feb
1

Keystone Financial Aid request
opens

Feb
3

TransCentralPA Families Meeting
Mechanicsburg, PA

Feb
9

TransCentralPA Dinner
Meeting @ the MCC Of The Spirit
Social Time-Location @ Sheraton

Mar
1

Keystone Late Attendee Registration Opens

Mar
3

TransCentralPA Families Meeting
Mechanicsburg, PA

Mar
10

NO TransCentralPA Dinner/Meeting

Mar
6-11

10th Annual Keystone Conference
March 6- 11 2018
Harrisburg. PA

Mar
20-24

Philadelphia Public Library
From A to T: Serving Transgender
Customers

May
18-20

New Hope Pride Festival
New Hope, PA

Visit www.TransCentralPA.org for details & more event info!

News
Below are several news stories, blogs, opinions and resources for your reading pleasure. Opinions & views in these links cannot be assumed to be of
TransCentralPA, nor the Officers or Members of TransCentralPA. Our goal is to simply provide you with information & thought-provoking viewpoints. If
you would like to submit a story, please email us at info@TransCentralPA.org.

Small-town doctor wants to perform surgeries for transwomen
25 best LGBTQ movies of the past 25 years
CBBC follows transgender teen’s journey to become a boy
Trying to find love as a transgender man
Transgender people open up about their lives and experiences
Transgender model helps smash barriers
Half of LGBT workers feel bullied at work
Gay philanthropist donates millions to LGBT fund
Theater company spotlights community for body-image discussion
I'm not a boy or a girl
New Ryan Murphy Show for FX casts several Transgender regulars
Californians soon to have nonbinary Gender Option on birth certificates
Transgender Brazilians embrace soap opera: ‘Now You Can See Us’
My husband Is now my wife
Five sites of New York’s L.G.B.T.Q. history
Gender-Fluid artists come out of the Gray Zone
Boulder Co. students, teachers want schools to tackle gender and sexuality issues
A Federal Court Pushes Back on Transgender Military Ban
Battle over rights inspires more U.S. transgender candidates
Long Island Gay & Lesbian film festival to showcase 8 new films
Exploring Breast Cancer In Transgender Communities
Patriotic & Proud, Kansas City’s Transgender Vets look to the future
Tom Petty’s last tour included a subtle nod of support for Trans rights
A father and Trans daughter, two generations of firefighters
Teen on the front lines for trans equality in North Carolina
Trans Men Prefer To Do It Themselves
Spelman College changes its admissions policy to include Trans women
Writing while Trans
Beautiful story of a gay dad and his Transgender daughter
Trans influencers went purple for #SpiritDay
First ever TransTech Summit aims to empower Trans community
Non-binary leaders who are changing the world
Author Heath Fogg: Does Gender Matter?
Learn about LGBTQ history with these films and documentaries
Unions, national education and civil rights orgs stand with TG students
Mazzoni names new medical director
LGBT chamber of commerce celebrates 10th anniversary
Transgender person stabbed to death in Upstate NY domestic incident (reports)
Caitlyn Jenner Opens Up About Her Life 2 Years After Coming Out
A Day in the Life of a transgendered Uber driver
PA gay man granted widower status
Liberty City elects new co-chair
Training educates LGBT Community on discrimination
Eight Pennsylvania mayors join against LGBT discrimination
Florida man on surviving Pulse, finding pride
Transgender men in Georgia win right to change their names
Albuquerque transgender teens voted onto homecoming courts
Transgender group in Pakistan fights adversity by throwing a party
Transgender children will now be able to join the Girl Guides
Transgender Celebs you Need to Know
Why we still need statewide protections from discrimination
The Impact Of HIV On The Trans Community
Coming Out’ At 72: Who I Am And Why It Matters
Transgender Soldiers Make Us A Stronger Military
Empowering Transgender Lights to Shine
PA Department of Human Services Medical Assistance Bulletin
In-Service transition for transgender service members
Femme Fever News

Hahnemann Launches
Fellowship for Care of
Trans Patients
from PGN

A local hospital has launched a training program focused on medical and surgical procedures
for transgender patients.
Hahnemann University Hospital’s new one-year
Transgender Fellowship Training Program will provide
candidates with training and education in major reconstructive cases, including pre- and post-operative care.
Hahnemann’s program is the first of its kind in the city
and the second in the nation; Mount Sinai’s Icahn School
of Medicine in New York City announced the country’s
first transgender surgery and psychiatric medical fellowships this summer.
“Hahnemann University Hospital prides itself on being a
pioneer in medical research and advancement,” Hahnemann CEO Michael P. Halter said in a statement.
“Creating a Transgender Fellowship Training Program is
the next chapter in continuing a legacy of excellence.”
Under the direction of Dr. Kathy L. Rumer, Hahnemann’s
Transgender Surgery Program director, fellows will learn
about an assortment of male-to-female and female-tomale gender-affirming surgeries. Additionally, they will
learn about facial surgeries, breast augmentation, chest
masculinization and body-contouring, Rumer said.
Rumer said she hopes to train fellows to not only perform
surgical procedures but to also relate to patients in preand post-operative care. This includes working with patients’ primary-care doctors.
“This is a patient population that has, for years, been ignored by the medical community and, just recently, the
medical community is beginning to embrace it, so we
want to make sure we are training people who are compassionate to the needs of transgender patients,” Rumer
said.
The doctor noted that trans patients are usually on a wait
list for several years before they receive genderconfirming surgeries. She said she hopes fellows will stay
onboard at Hahnemann to help grow the practice and
treat more patients.
“In my opinion, if you have gender dysphoria to the point
where you want to harm yourself, waiting two years to
have the surgeries performed is not health care,” she
said. “One of our motivating factors to start the program
was to adequately train physicians so we can help to
treat these patients to pull in the pipeline.”
Qualified candidates are required to complete an ACGME
-approved urological-surgery or plastic-surgery residency
to enroll in the fellowship. For more information, call Hahnemann University Hospital’s fellowship coordinator at
215-762-7171.
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Transwomen Program
'Femme Coach' who teaches transgender women
how to look, dress, and act like ladies
The Daily Mail

Being a transgender woman isn't nearly so
simple as throwing on a dress and a wig. In
fact, one 'femininity coach' explains that there
is a lot of work - and emotion - that goes into
transitioning from being a man to a woman and she should know, as she's helped hundreds of clients through the process.
Monica Prata founded her company, Nouveau
She, in 2008, and since its inception, she has
taught a long list of male-to-female
transgender clients to dress, apply make-up,
speak, and even behave like women.
'Often by the time my clients come to me,
they've suppressed these feelings for 40 plus
years,' the New York-based feminine image
consultant told Daily Mail Online, explaining
that it's become clear to her that being
transgender is not a choice. 'It's a great honor
to be a part of their process,' she added.
Teaching the total package: Monica, pictured,
created her company Nouveau She in 2008 to
offer personal styling to transgender women
A decade ago when Monica was 17, she was
working as a salesperson at Nordstrom in a
suburb of Chicago. She noticed that some
men would come in late in the evening to buy
women's clothing - but Monica was pretty sure
that the 'tall', 'broad' girlfriends they were purportedly shopping for didn't really exist.

She'd go on to find them a dress, as well as a
pair of men's pants so they would have an
excuse to go into the fitting room to try the
dress on.
'Growing up in a small suburb of Chicago, I
hadn't met any transgender individuals until I
began working in retail,' she said, but added
that she'd always been comfortable with different 'representations of gender'. She was happy to help these customers shop discreetly.
She explained that though some of the customers were secretive, their needs were the

Same as those of other female shoppers: 'My
trans customers were no different from the
others; they wanted the same things - to find
an outfit that made them look and feel beautiful.'
After a stint as a MAC make-up artist, Monica
started working as a personal stylist, and
soon she responded to a Craiglist ad from a
man who wanted to dress as a woman.
Life-changing experience: Monica helped
Robyn, pictured before, left, and after transitioning, right, to 'improve not only how I look
and how I act', but also to 'be proud of who I
am'
Monica quickly realized that there are very
few places for transgender women to shop.
Most stores that catered to them, she saw,
sold only cheap, hyper-sexual clothing, and
she wanted to be able to help transgender
women find clothes that weren't just for drag
queens - and that were actually flattering on
their bodies, too.

Monica Prata

Under Dr. Douglas Ousterhout, a specialist in
facial feminization surgery from San Francisco,
Monica learned more about the differences in
facial expression and body movement between
men and women, and is now able to use that
knowledge to help her clients in more than just
the looks department.

Besides giving them wardrobe makeovers and
showing them how to do their hair and makeup,
she also teaches feminine mannerisms that they
'Most of my clients haven't had the opportuni- may not have picked up on in the past. For exty to experiment with a range of clothing, hair, ample: women give softer handshakes, they
apologize more, and they use more descriptive
or make-up - so they don't always know
language when talking.
what's most flattering or who their favorite
designer is,' she said. 'They look to me to
However, even though she points out these subhelp them find their personal style, and even- tle differences to her clients, she is by no means
tually in asserting their own presentation of
strict in encouraging them to adopt every single
femininity.'
one.
Every one of my clients has their own idea of
what they want their feminine expression to
look and feel like
But for her clients, whom she charges her
standard styling rate of about $130 an hour,
being a woman goes well beyond sexuality
and just 'dressing the part'.
'I mean, a lot of people view their gender on a
social level, so it doesn’t make a difference
what’s under their clothes,' she told New York
Magazine in a recent interview.
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'Just like cisgender women, every one of my
clients ultimately has their own idea of what
they'd like their feminine expression to look and
feel like,' she told Daily Mail Online. Monica
doesn't always use gender-specific pronouns,
because her clients are in varying stages of transitioning - and some, who she calls her
'congruency' clients, like to balance both a masculine and feminine side.

Read more about Monica here

Corporate America: Get Ready for Trans Employees
Jacob Anderson-Minshall
Advocate Reporter

With a long history of diversity trainers, corporations have done well addressing the needs of gay
and lesbian workers. But in its 2016 report Injustice
at Every Turn, the National Center for Transgender
Equality found that 90 percent of the 6,450
transgender and gender-nonconforming people
surveyed reported “experiencing harassment or
mistreatment on the job or took actions to avoid it.”
In fact, 47 percent reported being fired, not hired,
or denied a promotion because of their gender
identity.
Efforts to address employment discrimination
against trans and gender-variant people have been
going on for decades. Lucent established one of
the earliest workplace nondiscrimination policies in
1997 in response to efforts by employee Mary Ann Horton, who told Fortune magazine in 2015, “Once a Fortune 500 pledged not to discriminate, I
thought maybe some other companies might want to do that, too. So I started waving the flag in the trans community, encouraging others to bring
it up.”
More companies, including Apple and American Airlines, followed suit in the late 1990s and early 2000s, but the trend really took off with the Human Rights Campaign’s introduction of its Corporate Equality Index in 2002. Within six years, HRC had begun pushing corporations to add transsupportive policies (including trans-inclusive health insurance) and by 2017, 92 percent of the companies on the index provided protections
against discrimination on the basis of gender identity and 73 percent offered trans-inclusive health coverage. Studies suggest such inclusive policies make sense not only socially, but also fiscally.
Of course, making a company trans-friendly takes more than simply establishing nondiscriminatory policies. “There can be a significant gulf between policy, expectations, and behavior,” says Luca Maurer, who coauthored The Teaching Transgender Toolkit: A Facilitator’s Guide to Increasing Knowledge, Decreasing Prejudice, and Building Skills, with Dr. Eli R. Green, founder of the Transgender Training Institute. “In order to successfully recruit and retain quality transgender employees, and to assure they are treated with dignity and respect.” Maurer says statistics
“demonstrate that this is not currently happening for the vast majority of transgender people in the workplace.”
“True workplace inclusion,” Maurer explains, “is being able to fully participate. And full participation isn’t just about policy, it’s about who’s at the
table, who’s not at the table, and why, that is, what are the barriers?” He encourages employers to look beyond bathroom access. For example,
have “easy, confidential processes to get one’s email changed and ID card changed.” An audit of workplace “policies, practices, procedures, benefits, and facilities can sometimes be a helpful tool for workplaces to take stock of what they’re doing well, as well as areas for improvement.”
Some of the best training programs, Maurer says, go beyond establishing trans competency and into building empathy for fellow coworkers.
Maurer and Green’s first-of-its-kind toolkit offers best practices, foundational lesson plans, and other resources. It was named the 2016 book of the
year by the American Association of Sexuality Educators, Counselors, and Therapists; and honored by the LGBTQ division of the American Psychological Association with the 2017 Distinguished Contribution to Education and Training award.
The new flock of trans sensitivity trainers also include authors Max Wolf Valerio (The Testosterone Files) and Sunshine Mugrabi (When My Boyfriend Was a Girl) of TransReady, a workplace training company that offers 8-12-week online diversity and trans inclusion trainings that require just
30 to 45 minutes a week commitment. “Online training is the future,” Mugrabi says, and with TransReady, “participants can log on and learn at
their own pace through videos, exercises, and quizzes to test their understanding.” The curriculum addresses Trans 101 basics, but also trains
supervisors “to recognize the warning signs so that they can prevent problems,” and it does so utilizing a neuroscience-based approach. “What
that tells us,” Mugrabi explains, “is that people learn through stories. They don’t learn through facts and figures. They don’t learn through being told
that they are transphobic or biased. So, this storytelling approach isn’t just fun and easy, it actually taps into the power of the human brain.”
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Transmen Program
First Transgender Man on 'Men's Health' Cover
NPR Staff
Aydian Dowling of Eugene, Ore., is ripped.
He has sharply defined muscles, piercing
eyes and European-playboy-on-the-Riviera
tousled hair.

a good enough man to be strong enough to
lift those weights, to look like that. And a lot
of it is just getting the courage to go into the
gym.

It's not just striking good looks that distinguish Dowling, received more than 75,000
votes in the in the 2015 "Ultimate Guy" contest held by Men's Health magazine. While
he didn’t win the contest (which was ultimately determined by judges), Dowling was the
first transgender man to appear on the cover
of Men's Health with the other contestants.

The Hard Work Of Becoming A 'Real Man'

At the very least, he's far and away the frontrunner for the "Reader's Choice" award: as of
Sunday night, he has more than four times
as many votes as the runner-up.
Dowling talked to NPR about his story of
personal transformation. He says that win or
lose, participating in the Men's Health contest
has helped him define himself.
Dowling says he's thrilled by the response to
his entry in the "Ultimate Guy" contest. "It
really helped me define where I am in life,
and that what I'm doing is good," he says.
"I'm so happy and thrilled, and it really helped
me define where I am in life, and that what
I'm doing is good. What I'm doing is what I
should be doing," he says. "And that I think
everybody is just looking for a little note from
the universe saying, 'Yeah, that's good.
You're doing all right.' "

On the response to his participation in the
Men's Health contest

Aydian Dowling
transgender man
When it comes to training and being
transgender, there is an awkward period. If
you are going to start hormone theryou
haven't yet, you have a lot of selfcomparison. ... .
I started training at 20, 21 years of age, so I
was fairly full-grown at that time. I was approaching my adult years, and I still felt like
a child when I was in the gym. I didn't know
my way around. I felt very intimidated. I felt
as though I was so small I would never be

Getting in good shape
I definitely love to hit the gym. It's .
something I do five days a week. I
also throw in some cardio five or six
days
I also enjoy hiking on off time with
my wife and my friends. ... Training is
definitely a part of my life. It's something that has become literally just a
daily routine, something that I live by.
Challenges of weight-lifting as a
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I was definitely nervous that there may be
some kind of pushback from the magazine.
You know, it is a possibility, being
transgender, you can walk into a space
where you are not welcome, and you are
asked to leave for just being exactly who you
are. So I have luckily heard from Men's
Health, and in a different couple of platforms
they've mentioned that the contest is open to
all men, and that they are very happy to see
the influence that a couple of trans men have
been applying. And I think it's sending a really positive message to the transgender people out there from Men's Health. I think it was
a great move by them.

Family/Youth Program
Growing Up Transgender: An Arizona Family In Transition
By Stina Sieg KJZZ Reporter

Upcoming TransCentralPA
Family Meetings
January 7, 2018
February 4, 2018
March 4, 2018
These meetings are for families with
transgender or gender creative youth
to come and share resources and
experience. We provide an affirming
environment for parents, aunts, uncles, children, and teens. Families
meet the first Sunday of each month
from 3:00 until 5:00 pm.

The Harrott Family
Two dogs were roughhousing in a sunny backyard in Queen Creek, as sounds from a
nearby little league game floated by. On the patio, a man in jeans and a button-down shirt was
helping his son pump up his bike tires.
It was one of those totally ordinary family moments. But for Daniel Harrott, who lived most of his
life as a woman, just everyday existence as a man is alchemy.
“It feels like you’re getting to live for the first time,” he said. “And my children are getting to be who
they’ve always wanted to be.”

Eleven-year-old Mason — he’s the one with the bike — is living as a boy, after being assigned
The Family & Youth Meeting is at a
female at birth. And then there’s Joshua, 13, whose brown hair falls around her shoulders as she
new location. Please email us at fam- sits in her wheel chair. Her birth sex was male, but she knew from an early age that she was a girl.
ily@TransCentralPA.org for location
“I think I was only, like 6 or 7,” she said.
information.
ARTS of PA
is a nonprofit
that is committed to
supporting
trans* individuals who
are in need
to financial
assistance.
ARTS of PA was created with the
intention of providing assistance for
those most in need of financial support. Please do not apply if you have
the financial ability to pay for your
transition. Financial support is offered
for physical transition expenses. Link
to site will be up next month!

Then there’s Daniel’s fiancée, Shirley Austin. She’s tall and blond and smiley. And transgender,
too. In Shirley’s words: “The whole family is in transition.” All four of them.
Daniel thinks trans people have been in his family for 100 years. His grandmother’s sister was
what people used to call a “cross-dresser.” Her behavior scared his grandmother so much that she
made sure when she had a daughter that she — Daniel’s mom — dressed feminine. “Of course my
mother just gave that same lesson: ‘This is not OK. You must be a girl. This is who you were born
to be,” Daniel said.
He kept waiting for makeup and women’s clothing to feel right. But that never happened, not after
he got married to a man, not after he gave birth to two kids. Then, just last year, Joshua wanted to
join Girl Scouts – despite being raised a boy.
That’s when Daniel was introduced to a word he had never heard before: transgender.
“And when I finally looked it up, and I realized, ‘Oh my gosh, they’re trans, and I know it’s true –
because I am, too, and it’s been my whole life,’” Daniel said.
Soon after, Joshua came out as a trans girl. Mason came out as See Family on page 8...
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LGBT community center receives grant
to develop nursing program
A Lehigh Valley-based LGBT community center received a grant to
develop a program for nurses dedicated to promoting LGBT health
equity.
The Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center received a grant
from the Foundation of the National Student Nurses’ Association
Promise of Nursing for Pennsylvania. The funds will help the center
provide a cohort program for 10 nurses.
Healthy People 2020 defines “health equity” as the “attainment of
the highest levels of health for all people.”
“The LGBT community lacks health equity due in part to numerous
barriers to care from the health-care systems,” said Adrian Shanker, founder and director of the Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community
Center, in a statement.

...Family from page 8
“I opened my eyes,
looked in that dressing
room mirror and went,
‘Oh this is it. This is perfect. This is me,’” he said.
About the same time,
Daniel met Shirley, who
was volunteering at a
nonprofit for parents of
trans youth. Like Daniel,
Shirley had been married
before. When she started
transitioning, she figured
she’d be single forever.

“I was never accepted
before by people that
really loved me, and we
were married,” she said.
Shanker said this cohort program is the first step in restructuring the “So why would any of that change?
health-equity framework.
As the kids befriended Shirley, so did Daniel. There’s an age gap — DanThe program is dedicated to developing champions of LGBT health
equity, promoting LGBT health and providing health-leadership
opportunities for nurses.

“The [current] health-equity structure wasn’t made for LGBT people.
Health- care professionals don’t learn about LGBT-specific health
needs,” Shankerhe said. “Nurses are on the health-care frontlines.
We want to help develop these nurses into leaders in their community. The goal is to have these nurses sit on nonprofit and government boards championing LGBT equity.”
The eight-month-long nursing cohort program will start in February
2018 and finish in September 2018 with eight weeklyand include
monthly meetings. The two-hour meetings will cover information
needed in order to provide better knowledge on treating LGBT patients. The program is looking for high-quality candidates who are
interested in learning and expanding their knowledge about LGBT
health equity. Ten applicants will be chosen, including one from a
nursing baccalaureate program and one from a nursing associate’s
or diploma program. Established nurses are encouraged to apply
as well. Each program participant will receive a $400 stipend upon
completion of the program.
The principle mission of the cohort is to promote more inclusion in
health-care practices with the hope of attracting applicants who
already have a strong background working in diversity and inclusion. Shanker’s goal, along with the organization that funded the
program, is to help prevent the outcomes of inadequate health-care
treatment. This group is left vulnerable to a system that does not
speak to the unique health needs of the LGBT population.

iel’s 41 and Shirley’s 62, but still, they fell in love.
“It was so freeing, because I knew I could be me, and they’re going to understand me for who I am,” Shirley said. “They’re going to know the hurts
that I feel and how we can help each other.”
Joshua, a trans girl, was the first in the family to come out. She says she
knew she was a girl since she was "6 or 7."
Shirley taught Daniel how to use a chainsaw. Daniel taught Shirley to memorize all the stones in her engagement ring, in case another woman asks.
Daniel does the yard work. Shirley, the cooking.
Daniel explained that they’re actually “very traditional” people, who really
see each other.
“I feel loved,” he said, grinning. “I mean, I feel love for who I am, exactly
how I am.”
That’s Daniel’s biggest hope for his children, that they, too, feel accepted
and supported as they grow up.
“I’ve been wanting to be, like, a doctor,” said Daniel’s daughter, Joshua,
before being interrupted by her brother, Mason.

“We want these nurses to be champions of health equity for
LGBT people in their own fields of study as well as beyond,”
Shanker said.
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The Tenth Annual Keystone Conference, "A Celebration of Gender Diversity," is set to kickoff and is again hosted by
TransCentralPA in Pennsylvania's capital city of Harrisburg! You are in store for an informative, inspirational and joyous
time among members and supporters of the Transgender community at the lovely Sheraton Harrisburg-Hershey Hotel.

Attendee Registration Opens January 15th! Join our email list to get a notification.
Propose a Workshop Now accepting workshop proposals for the 2018 Conference. Click here for more information. Deadline is January 15th.

Make Your Room Reservations Now! Keystone Conference will be held once again at the beautiful and award

-winning Sheraton Harrisburg-Hershey Hotel located within minutes of the Pennsylvania Turnpike. The Sheraton is very
excited to host our event once again and is offering Traditional Double and Deluxe King rooms at the same rate regardless of occupancy. Club level rooms are also available at reduced rates as well. There is a limited number of rooms at
the hotel so please make your reservations as soon as possible since the block of rooms fill up early. Make your reservations as soon as possible since the block of rooms fill up early. Click here for more information.

Advertising Information Posted!
Visit the Advertising Registration page for pricing and information.

Vendor Information Posted!

Visit the Vendor Registration page for pricing and information.

New to the Keystone Conference?

Got questions and concerns? Contact the Helping Hand
Volunteers and let them help put your fears to rest. Contact the
Helping Hand Program here.

Download the Pennsylvania LGBTQ Family Law Guide
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11th Annual GSA
Leadership Summit
March 1-2, 2018
at Dickinson College

2017: A year in review for LGBT film
Gary Kramer PGN Reporter

This year featured no shortage of fine LGBT films, documentaries and shorts that spoke to queer
life in the age of Trump. Here is a roundup of LGBT films that played in (or passed through) Philadelphia in 2017.
“Call Me by Your Name” was a sensual, astonishing romantic drama brought to the screen with
class and emotion by gay filmmaker Luca Gaudagnino. Adapting André Aciman’s book, out writer/director James Ivory captured the palpable romance between Elio (Timothée Chamalet) and
Oliver (Armie Hammer) in 1983 Italy. The film is seductive, heartbreaking and spellbinding all at
once.
Another great film this year was out filmmaker Dee Rees’ “Mudbound,” which played briefly in
theaters, but is currently available on Netflix. While not a queer film in terms of content, Rees’
period drama chronicles two families. The friendship that develops between the African-American
Ronsel (Jason Mitchell) and white Jamie (Garrett Hedlund), both war veterans, formed the emotional center of this poignant and powerful film, which addressed issues of race, class and family
in 1940s Mississippi.
Also among the best films of the year was Raoul Peck’s phenomenal documentary “I Am Not
Your Negro” about gay writer James Baldwin. An urgent, cogent film about race relations, the
film opened in February and played for several months, a testament to the power and legacy of
Baldwin’s voice.
Other outstanding documentaries depicting queer African-American experiences this year included “Whose Streets?” a moving film about activism in Ferguson, Mo., featuring a lesbian activist,
and “Quest,” a touching portrait of an African-American family in North Philadelphia. Over the
course of the film, which unfolds during the eight years of Barack Obama’s presidency, Quest’s
daughter, PJ, comes out to her parents.
One of the year’s highlights was “Handsome Devil,” a film that unfortunately never received a
proper release in Philadelphia. However, it did open QFLix, the city’s LGBT film fest, back in
March. Out writer/director John Butler’s film has a gay teenager sharing a room with a closeted
athlete at an Irish boarding school. “Devil” charms in part because the boys becomes friends, not
lovers. This sweet comedy-drama deserves a look. It is one of the year’s best queer films.
Also from the United Kingdom was “God’s Own Country,” which depicts the tough and tender
romance between a young, closeted British farmer and the Romanian immigrant who comes to
See Film Review page 11...
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This Summit is an opportunity for students and professionals to meet, network and participate in workshops
designed to help everyone better understand and advocate for
LGBTQQIA youth in Central PA.
Workshop Topics including but are
not limited to: GSA 101, building inclusive clubs, being an ally, Day of
Silence planning, transgender topics,
non-binary gender and sexuality topics, racial and ethnic intersections
with gender and sexuality, and any
more emphasizing various intersections with gender and sexuality.
….’Membership Announcements’ from page 1

SET code 529363 where it asks for a
SET/Corporate Account code.
Red Roof Inn Discount. We have negotiated a rate of $42.99/night for
TranscentralPA members and guests.
To take advantage of this special offer,
call the hotel directly at (717) 939-1331
and use the CP code ‘609306’.

Questions or Announcements?
E-mail us at info@transcentralPA.org

...Film Review from page 10

help out at his farm. The film is gorgeously made by out director Francis Lee, and features strong performances by the leads.
One of the most unusual films this year was gay Portuguese filmmaker João Pedro Rodrigues’ One of the most unusual films this year was gay
Portuguese filmmaker João Pedro Rodrigues’ “The Ornithologist,” an experimental film about the title character (Paul Hamy) who has a series of
adventures while birding. He encounters mystical spirits, women who want to kill him, as well as a hunky deaf shepherd (Xelo Cagiao), with whom
he has an erotic tryst. The film also includes bare-breasted female hunters, a golden-shower scene and shape-shifting. It’s an imaginative reworking of the allegory of St. Anthony of Padua, and it’s pretty hypnotic.
From France, “BPM” was queer writer/director Robin Campillo’s Cannes Award-winning drama about the Paris ACT UP. A sprawling, entertaining
film, with a sensitive romance unfolding amid actions by the ACT UP members, “BPM” was magnifique. In France, the film has been a big success; in America, where it failed to attract a large audience, it is more of a succès d’estime.
Out French enfante terrible, François Ozon, was represented this year by “Frantz,” his handsomely mounted romantic melodrama. A remake of
Ernst Lubitsch’s “Broken Lullaby,” the film has Anna (Paula Beer), a young woman in 1919 Germany, mourning the death of her fiancé, Frantz
(Anton von Lucke). After she spies Adrien (Pierre Niney) at Frantz’s gravesite, Anna becomes intrigued by the handsome stranger. His connection
to Frantz forms the central drama. “Frantz” may not have been typically cheeky Ozon, but it was still a worthwhile, moving film.
Another period piece that generated some attention this year was gay British filmmaker Terence Davies’ “A Quiet Passion,” a biopic about the
poet Emily Dickinson (played by out actress Cynthia Nixon). Beautifully lensed, and featuring strong performances by Nixon and a scene-stealing
Catherine Bailey as Dickinson’s tart-tongued friend, Vryling Buffam, “A Quiet Passion” ended up on several critics’ Top 10 lists.
Rounding out the international period dramas, “Maurice,” James Ivory’s lush adaptation of E.M. Forster’s posthumously published gay novel,
received a re-release in 2017 for its 30th anniversary. The film looked as splendid as ever. James Wilby played the title character, a man grappling
with his desires for his friend Clive (Hugh Grant) as well as a sexy gamekeeper, Alec Scudder (Rupert Graves).
One of the biggest hits in Mexico this year, “Hazlo Como Hombre,” about a gay man coming out to his friends, did better in the box office at
home than abroad. A broad but amusing comedy that pokes fun at straight machismo, “Hombre” was criminally overlooked in America. Perhaps
something got lost in translation.
American independent cinema included some interesting and exciting queer-themed titles that dealt obliquely with true crime.
“Beach Rats,” the sophomore effort by Eliza Hittman, was an absorbing character study about a closeted Brooklynite played by Harris Dickinson
in a star-making turn. However, the film depicted a real-life killing a bit too closely for comfort.
“My Friend Dahmer,” which played briefly in theaters in November, was Marc Meyers’ sharp, smart adaptation of Derf Backderf’s graphic novel
about the teen years of gay, cannibalistic serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer. This outstanding drama benefits from Ross Lynch’s unflinching performance
as the title character.
Three biopics of note this year had mixed success, critically or commercially.
“Battle of the Sexes” was an entertaining film about then-closeted tennis star Billie Jean King (Emma Stone) and her on- and off-the-court rivalry
with male chauvinist Bobby Riggs (Steve Carell) in 1973. The film scored with critics and viewers who saw it, but under-performed at the box office.
Likewise, in the year that saw “Wonder Woman” lasso the box office, out filmmaker Angela Robinson’s origin story, “Professor Marston and the
Wonder Women,” failed to make much of an impact. It was a shame because this story — that recounts the polyamorous relationship the comic
book’s creator, Dr. William Moulton Marston (Luke Evans), had with his wife, Elizabeth (Rebecca Hall), and their lover/student, Olive Byrne (Bella
Heathcote) — was a nifty film that deserved to be more widely seen and known.
From Finland — where else? — came “Tom of Finland,” a shrewd biopic about the gay artist Touko Laaksonen, whose homoerotic drawings
pleased and excited many gay men. The film resists being overly sexual, focusing more on the emotion than the erotica.
Speaking of erotica, one of the hottest lesbian films of this (or any) year was “Below Her Mouth,” which sadly bypassed Philadelphia during its
brief theatrical release. The film, which is currently available on Netflix, depicts the passionate romance between Dallas (Erika Linder), a roofer,
and Jasmine (Natalie Krill), a fashion-magazine editor with a fiancé. Honestly, it’s glossy soft-core porn but it pulses with erotic energy.
While there was no overtly queer content in gay director Todd Haynes’ “Wonderstruck,” the adaptation of out writer Brian Selznick’s young-adult
novel was visually stimulating as it recounted two tweens’ stories, 50 years apart. The film never quite found a large audience, but the kids and
adults who connected to “Wonderstruck” defended it zealously.

More Reviews Here
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